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Infringing Website List
Last week, Malaysia became the third country in the Asia Pacific
region to launch the Infringing Website List (IWL) initiative.
The initiative, created by the UK’s Operation Creative, a scheme led
by the Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU) in 2014, lists
pirate websites with the object of combatting digital piracy of
copyrighted content, including films, software, music and even books.
Media Prima, Astro, the Communications and Multimedia Content
Forum of Malaysia (CMCF) the Motion Picture Association (MPA), the
Centre for Content Promotion and the Media Specialists Association
(MSA) are some of the stakeholders working together to ensure that
the aims of the IWL are achieved.
Pirate websites have generated more than US$209 million in
[1]
Malaysians are reported to have
advertising revenue alone.
contributed to over 71 million page views across the top five pirated
sites up until August 2017, and page views at such sites are 3.25
times higher than those across the top five legitimate websites such as
[2]
tm.com.my, netflix.com and astro.com.my.
Advertisers may be unaware that advertisements are being placed on
these illegal and high-risk websites. As advertisers become
unknowingly or indirectly associated with these illegal websites, their
brand reputation and image may be adversely affected while
inadvertently supporting pirate websites, which may lead to funding of
other illegal activities.
The IWL initiative, by identifying and sharing a list of pirate websites in
Malaysia, aims to warn advertisers to remove such advertisements
and thereby cut off advertising revenue flowing to such websites in
Malaysia. By impeding the operations of these pirate websites, online
copyright infringement may be reduced.

Lim Zhi Jian

If you have any queries or would like to know more about the IWL
initiative, please do not hesitate to contact the author or his team
partner Mr Bahari Yeow Tien Hong (yth@lh-ag.com).
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